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Heart of Innovation



PACIFICO Yokohama is one of the largest convention complexes in Japan. It has supported many historical 
international conferences and cultural events. Over time, it has grown into a place where people and 
cultures converge and innovation is created.

The sta� provide total support that starts with event promotion and planning, and the high-quality 
facilities are equipped with whatever you need. This combined with our constant focus on innovating for 
the future results in "ALL IN ONE" facilities and services that provide the ultimate opportunity for exchange 
and creation.

Also, as an open port, Yokohama is an entranceway to the world. It is a city with a long history of incorporating 
and creating the modern. Our pride is in having a place where people can gather and share their creativity. 
At PACIFICO Yokohama,            the "Heart of Innovation," we await the realization of a future �lled with hope 
and rewarding conventions.

Heart of Innovation
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Conference CenterNational Convention Hall

Conference Center

Our Experience        Conference

Your ideal conference environment, from small-scale meetings to large congresses and gatherings, can be created 
with a range of multi-functional and �exible facilities and equipment. Rest assured that overseas o�cials and 
guests will be a�orded the highest degree of hospitality and attentiveness to their requirements.



Conference Center

Exhibition HallExhibition Hall

Exhibition Hall

Our Experience        Exhibition

Integral use of several facilities is possible, for example, by using the Exhibition Hall for an in combination with the 
adjacent Annex Hall as the location for seminars and business consultations. Our facilities cater for all business needs.



National Convention Hall

Annex HallExhibition Hall

Conference Center

Our Experience        Party 

The Exhibition Hall and North are available for a large seated-style party (over 2,000 seats).
Its grand-scale staging and meticulous catering service can further enhance incentives of customers.



Exhibition Hall

Outdoor Area (South Exit Square) Exhibition Hall

Exhibition Hall

Our Experience        Event

The venue accommodates various events both indoor and outdoor.
Options for utilization are virtually limitless, depending only on the imagination and plans of our customer.
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